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Abstract: The extensible markup language XML has become the de facto standard for information representation and interchange on the Internet. As XML becomes widespread it is critical for application developers to understand the operational and performance characteristics of XML processing. The processing of XML documents has been regarded as the performance bottleneck in most systems and applications. XML parsing is a core operation performed on an XML document for it to be accessed and manipulated. XML processing occurs in four stages: parsing, access, modification, and serialization. Parsing is an expensive operation that can degrade XML processing performance. This paper is a literature review of the various issues involved in XML parsing. The aim of this paper is to review the various design issues involved in XML parsing with an emphasis on the data structures used.
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1. INTRODUCTION

XML (Extensible Markup Language) [1] was designed to provide flexible information identification in web documents. However it has come to play an increasingly important role in representation and exchange of any kind of structured document because it is platform-independent, human readable and extensible. As commercial workloads and web services rely more and more on XML for data storage and communication, XML data processing becomes an important workload for web servers, database servers, etc.

Recent years have witnessed a multitude of applications and systems that use XML such as web services and service oriented architectures (SOAs) [16], grid computing, RSS feeds, ecommerce sites, and most recently the Office Open XML document standard (OOXML) [12]. Parsing is a core operation performed before an XML document can be navigated, queried, or manipulated. Though XML is simple to read and process by software, XML parsing is often reported to cause performance bottlenecks for real-world applications [9]. For example, in a SOA using web services technology, services are discovered, described, and invoked using XML messages [17]. These messages can reach up to several megabytes in size, and thus parsing can cause severe scalability problems. With the emergence of large-scale throughput oriented multi-core processors parallelism is a natural way to boost the performance of XML parsing.

Leveraging multi-core processors can offer a cost-effective way to overcome the scalability problems, given that future multi-core processors will support hundreds of cores, and thus, offer a high degree of parallelism in hardware [7, 8].

XML parsers use different models to create data representations. DOM (Document Object Model) creates a tree object, VTD (Virtual Token Descriptor) creates integer arrays, and SAX (Simple API for XML) and StAX (Streaming API for XML) create a sequence of events. Both DOM and VTD maintain long-lived structural data for sophisticated operations in the access and modification stages, while SAX and StAX do not. DOM as well as SAX and StAX create objects for their data representations, while VTD eliminates the object-creation overhead via integer arrays.

2. MOTIVATION

A number of techniques have been developed to improve the performance of XML processing, ranging from the schema-specific model [13,15] to the streaming-based model [14] to the hardware acceleration [8]. These methods only address parsing and scheduling the XML document in memory. XML documents when parsed are represented as a hierarchical tree structure in memory. DOM is a tree based model where the document’s data resides in memory. The parallel processing model uses queues as a data structure for work stealing. The schema specific parsing method uses a two stack PDA (Push Down Automaton). This motivates to think of using various data structures to evaluate the performance of XML document parsing.

3. LITERATURE REVIEW

Parsing is a core operation performed before an XML document can be navigated, queried, or manipulated.
Recently, high performance XML parsing has become a topic of considerable interest [8].

3.1 Overview of XML Parsing Technologies

There are two technologies for XML data parsing. One is SAX (Simple API for XML) [1] and the other is DOM (Document Object Model) [2]. SAX is an event-driven, serial-access mechanism for accessing XML documents. A SAX parser reads an XML document as a stream and invokes callback functions provided by the application. On the other hand, DOM is a platform and language-neutral interface to represent XML document as an object-oriented model, which is usually a tree. Once the tree is built up, it allows applications to dynamically access and update its content as well as its structure. Compared to a SAX parser, a DOM parser is much more complex, and hence, much slower. In DOM the data retrieval time can be improved by using cache as a temporary file [5]. After retrieving data from database, the data is saved at cache. This model is very efficient compared to old model and gives better performance for data retrieval. A different approach described SEDOM [4], based on a new compression approach and a set of manipulation algorithms, which enable many DOM operations to be performed when the data are in the compressed format, and allow individual parts of a document to be compressed, decompressed and manipulated. It can be used to efficiently manipulate very large XML documents. The SAX like validating XML parser [13] uses a schema-specific approach. The schema compiler first transforms the schema into an intermediate representation called generalized automata which abstracts the computations required to parse XML documents.

3.2 Parallel XML Parsing

Parallel XML parsing (PXP) leverages the growing prevalence of multicore architectures in all sectors of the computer market and yields significant performance improvements. The parallel XML parser consists of an initial pre-parsing phase to determine the structure of an XML document followed by a full parallel parse [8] as in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: The PXP Architecture](image)

The results of pre-parsing are then used to help partition the XML document for data parallel processing. The XML document would be divided into some number of chunks, and each thread would work on the chunks independently. As the chunks are parsed, the results are merged. This parallel approach focuses on DOM-style parsing where a tree data structure is created in memory that represents the document.

The same research is being extended further to design a general model. The kernel of the model is a stealing-based dynamic load balancing mechanism by which multiple threads are able to process disjointed parts of the XML document in parallel with balanced load distribution [7]. The model also provides a novel mechanism to trace the stealing actions, and the equivalent sequential results are obtained by gluing the multiple parallel-running results together. The basic idea of stealing based scheme is that every thread works on its own local task queue and whenever it runs out of the task it steals the task from other thread’s task queue. This model uses queue as a data structure as shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: The Deque Structure as the Local Task-queue in theThreadCrew](image)

The Key Element Parse Tracing (KEPT) method [18] of parallel XML parsing parallelizes the pre-parsing and parsing at element level. It remolds the pre-parsing as a key element extracting process and schedules the processing of key elements in the framework of KEPT. Then parsing process is parallelized as a whole as shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: KEPT Architecture](image)

3.3 XML Parsing in Databases

XML parsing is generally known to have poor performance characteristics relative to transactional database processing. Yet, its potentially fatal impact on overall database performance is being underestimated. XML parsing performance is a key obstacle to a successful XML deployment for real-world database applications. There is a considerable share of XML database applications which are prone to fail at an early and simple road block: XML parsing [9]. Processing model for storing and building XML
document in data transfer between XML and relational database is available [6]. In this model, a XML document is parsed and its elements are stored in a single table of database instead, it is not necessary to read the nodes according to their hierarchical structure, thus leveraging the workload of DOM building to memory by the algorithm called Tree-Branch inter growth. XML can be used to both store and enforce organizational data definitions, thus providing a synergetic framework for leveraging the potential of knowledge management (KM) tools [19]. XML provides a flexible markup standard for representing data models. KM provides IT processes for capturing, maintaining, and using information.

3.4 XML Web Services for Real-time Applications

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is the most widely used methodologies for building and integrating different types of software applications. This because the extreme benefits that it offers to their adopters including agility, dynamicity, and loose-coupling. XML Web Services is the most used technology for realizing SOA because it is easy to use [12]. However XML Web Services suffers from a number of drawbacks such as low performance, bad utilization of hardware resources, and network latency. These pitfalls may prevent some users from utilizing SOA in some large systems. Therefore these issues need to be addressed first and resolved before leveraging it into real time systems.

Over the past few years, business-to-business (B2B) e-commerce has grown exponentially and for this companies need a common language. XML is the most natural evolution of Web technologies to support modern applications such as e-commerce [3]. Hence it is extremely necessary to review the trends in B2B e-commerce and understand the critical needs to support constraints and the integrity of data. A new XML parsing method based on deterministic finite state automata (DFA) [15] is also proposed. A DFA generator is described that automatically translates XML Schemas to DFAs for efficient parsing of XML documents and SOAP/XML messages.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper reviews issues involved in XML parsing. It also examines several techniques of XML parsing. It also discusses various aspects in design and development of an efficient XML parsing algorithm. In future work we plan to improve and analyse the performance of XML parsing techniques employing various data structures. Also further design and develop an efficient XML parser using multiple data structures. We will also try to carry out comparative study of various data structures used in XML parsing across applications.
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